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‘Che’ 

 

     The severed wolf’s head filled half my sled.  Shaggy fur covered the radio collar attached to 

its long neck.  The enormous head belonged to the alpha male of the East Fork pack of Denali 

National Park, killed by a neighboring pack one drainage to the east. 

     According to Tom, Denali’s wolf biologist, inter-pack strife was not uncommon among park 

wolves.  He had flown over the area in the park’s Cessna, received a mortality signal, but could 

not see the dead wolf.  The resource management division of Denali wanted to retrieve the collar.  

Further study from a necropsy could provide valuable data on the health of the wolf. 

     The original two million acres of the six comprising Denali National Park and Preserve are 

legal wilderness, designated during President Carter’s ANILCA legislation of 1980 (Alaska 

National Interest Lands Conservation Act), prohibiting motorized travel in the backcountry. 

     The NPS (National Park Service) maintained a working kennel of 30 sled dogs for patrolling 

the Wilderness with a capital ‘W’.  The dogs were my four legged co-workers.  My boss, Rick-

the kennels manager and myself were summoned to locate and recover the remains by dogteam. 

     After a brief lesson from Tom on the telemetry equipment, we loaded our sleds with a radio 

transmitter, antenna, supplies, and pulled our hooks with 20 dogs for the Teklanika River, 30 

miles west of headquarters.  We huddled around the woodstove at the 20-mile patrol cabin that 

night, discussing wolves and the probability of the success of our mission.  At daybreak, we 
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bumped over the frozen tundra, then plummeted down the 30 foot, near vertical ‘Tek drop off’ 

leading to the braided river. 

     A recent heavy snowfall left us skeptical that we could find the wolf, but the signal was 

strong and led us a couple hundred yards off the river ice to a non-descript patch of White 

spruce, where we secured our sleds on sturdy trees.  Wearing snowshoes and headphones, I 

circled the trees with the antenna, pointing to where the signal was loudest for Rick, waiting with 

a shovel… 

     The most elusive of the big five, large, charismatic, mega-fauna found in Denali National 

Park (Moose, Caribou, Dall sheep and Grizzly Bear being the other four), Canis Lupus is the   

embodiment of Wilderness – a living symbol of a land where no man remains.  Its howl pricks 

our collective psyche with mystery like no other creature.  On patrols, wolves howling with the 

dogs occurred with such frequency, that the extraordinary became ordinary.  

     How cool it would be to see one close up, uncloaked by daylight.  A tinge of guilt tempered 

my excitement.  A wolf somewhere had given its life for me.  Prized for its pelt, feared for its 

fangs, man has hunted its tracks through history.  

     After some internal conflict, I wore a wolf ruff on my parka to protect me from the harsh 

interior Alaska climate as I carried out my ranger duties.  I knew people who trapped along the 

park boundary for subsistence and cultural ways of life.  I respected the physical and emotional 

challenges of running a trapline.   

     I considered the fur ruff on my parka a critical piece of gear, but the macabre circumstances 

of meeting this wolf did not ease my thoughts.  Though this wolf was not killed directly by man, 

this wolf was directly familiar with man. 
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     At some point, he was chased down by a helicopter, singled out and separated from his pack, 

shot with a tranquilizing dart, poked and prodded, then woke up with ‘jewelry’ and a wolf sized 

headache.  To him, the encounter must have felt like an alien abduction. 

     In the name of science, all the known alpha pairs in the park were radio collared in order to 

monitor park populations and territories.  The ethos around C-Camp, the seasonal employee 

housing area in Denali, was that it amounted to sanctioned harassment of wildlife. 

     What would ‘John and Sally Busride’, visiting Denali on the trip of a lifetime think about the 

trauma inflicted on the wolf they are watching from the bus window, stuck wearing that 

cumbersome collar?  Maybe it would seem like Denali was a big zoo.  “And on your right, we 

have the wolf enclosure…”  So much for a Wilderness experience. 

     My thoughts were inescapable.  Is it ethical to traumatize an individual in order to study the 

whole?  Denali made policy decisions based on whole species populations, not individual 

animals, which certainly justified it from a management perspective.  Around the C-Camp 

bonfires, however, that invasive type of data collection seemed so…20
th

 century, a politically 

incorrect relic in need of an upgrade. 

However, neither trapping, nor the stress of collaring killed the alpha male of the East Fork 

pack… 

     Digging under three feet of powder, I was shocked when Rick pulled out just the head. 

“Where’s the rest of him?” I asked.  Rick gingerly poked around with the shovel. 

“Dunno.” He shook his head. 

“Jeez, they ripped him apart, then ate him!” 
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“Making a statement to the rest of the pack.  He’s the Che Guevara of the canine world.”  

Having moved from Miami two years prior, I understood the dismemberment reference to Che, 

but disagreed.  “Huh?  I don’t think so.  This was more like a hit by the wolf mafia over a 

territory dispute.”  The wolf died for a cause, but I knew how reviled the real ‘Che’ was by 

Cuban-Americans in south Florida for his Marxist ideology and brutal tactics.  ‘Che’ did not 

seem fitting, did it?  Can wolves be Marxist, guerrilla revolutionaries? 

     The dogs, watching, were preternaturally quiet, almost reverent, - solemn poll bearers waiting 

for the funeral to end.  Rick corrected my anthropomorphic ideas. 

“They’re nervous, they don’t want to be next,” he said, pointing to the dogs. 

“Wolves would eat a dog?” 

“It’s happened in Alaska, though they probably wouldn’t go after two teams.” 

I exhaled a slow whistle. 

     We examined the condition of our find. The head was frozen solid.  The tongue hung out 

between perfect ivory canines in a grotesque manner.  The tawny guard hair, flecked with black 

was thick and glossy, when parted, barely showed skin.  A wolf in his prime.  His golden eyes, 

fixed on oblivion reflected the horror of his final moments.  He gave the ultimate sacrifice 

defending his pack.  Were his last thoughts of them?  His head was so massive, in life, his body 

must have weighed over 150# in order to support its bulk.   

     I took my gloves off and laid bare hands on him to say good-bye and offer a supplication for 

his higher calling in the universe.  His ruff felt as course as a sled dogs’ but much longer.  His 

ears, soft.  He was a magnificent beast.   
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     Wilderness is a landscape defined by mystery.  The mystery is the beauty.  The role of science 

is to de-mystify, making the unseen visible, the unknown, knowable.  On a certain level, these 

are in direct conflict, even though, in the 21
st
 century, science is critical to protecting wildlife and 

wild places.  However, on a subtle level, does the act of data collection erode the beauty of the 

very thing it sets out to protect?  Wilderness. 

     What is worse, death by trapping, after straying out of the sanctuary of the park?  Or death by 

your own species, after being traumatized by man, inside the park?  It is tough being a wolf.  I 

hope he passed on his genes before he was killed. 

     Respectfully, Rick and I wrapped ‘Che’ in a tarp for the return trip to HQ, where Tom was 

waiting to probe him again, for answers that only a wolf knows.  We high-fived the success of 

our mission: we found the remains of an ultimate symbol of Wilderness…and his collar. 


